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he Honorable William L. Clay,

Member of Congress, First

L District, Missoun:

The purpose of this gathering is to

officially present the award from the

National Endowment for the Arts to

The Saint Louis Art Museum for its

extraordinary Black on Black film

exhibition and at the same time

commemorate the achievement of Black

filmmakers.

The film series was first presented at The
Saint Louis Art Museum in March, April,

May, 1980, and during this time, the

exhibition attracted large crowds and
received critical acclaim. I am proud
that this exhibition will be shared with

audiences throughout the country.

It is my hope that this Endowment grant

will provide much needed stimulus for

further accomplishments by Blacks in the

field of mass communications—many of

whom have worked diligently for years

in motion picture film production, and
other creative media endeavors.

This is indeed a momentous occasion for

those of us who have long been aware

of the plight of Black filmmakers and
who have been strongly supportive of

their struggles and their aspirations.

The wide variety of films m this

exhibition demonstrates the vitality and
breadth of ideas and images of Black

independent filmmakers. I believe that

this showcase of film represents a

valuable account of the frustrations,

hopes, and aspirations of Blacks in

American life today.

Finally, this is an exhibition that is not

only important to Black America but an
exhibition that is necessary and valuable

for all America.

Wednesday, February 18, 1981

2257 Rayburn House Office Building

The Black on Black exhibition at The
Saint Louis Art Museum referred to by
Congressman Clay was one of a

number of efforts to showcase the work

of independent filmmakers which is a

special focus of the film program at the

Museum. The sheer number and superb

quality of work by Black independent

filmmakers demanded a special

exhibition, which saw 45 films screened

in 1 1 programs.

The rationale for a national tour had to

be more clearly defined. By the time

such a tour could begin, the volume of

Black independent films produced would

be such that inclusiveness could not be

attained. Furthermore, 1980 saw a

mushrooming of attention accorded

Black independent film as alluded to in

Clyde Taylor's essay, “The Invention of

Black Cinema," p. 2

.

Therefore, it was assumed such ground-

breaking films as LET THE CHURCH
SAY AMEN! by St. Clair Bourne,

PASSING THROUGH by Larry Clark

and STREET CORNER STORIES by
Warrington Hudlin would have already

been widely distributed.

A decision was made to concentrate on

a few films made in the last seven years.

The idea was to showcase a collage of

themes and techniques that would at the

least indicate the wealth of creativity

already produced, and hint at what

could come.

To supplement the screening of the films

themselves, a catalog would be
produced which would include

interviews with selected filmmakers by
pioneering film exhibitor Oliver Franklin.

Franklin's 1973 Philadelphia Black

Film Festival and his Black Films and
Filmmakers tours in 1979 and 1980
served as models for both the original

St. Louis Black on Black exhibition and
the national tour.

A Chairman's Grant was applied for and

received from the National Endowment
for the Humanities to commission Mr.

Franklin to begin the interviews, and to

commission film scholar Clyde Taylor to

develop an histoncal essay, “The

Invention of Black Cinema.''

As for the exhibition itself, this project is

supported by a grant from the National

Endowment for the Arts: Media Arts

Program. Matching funds have been

received from the Gannett Foundation,

Inc.; Phoenix/BFA Films & Video, Inc.;

The Links, Inc.; and The New Saint

Louis American. It is significant that the

stimulus from the NEA grant prompted

the diverse support of a major

foundation, a large producer/distnbutor

of independent films, a national service

organization of Black women, and a

Black-owned newspaper in St. Louis.

They have united in recognizing the

significance of Black independent film

and the potential of the Black

independent filmmaker to express the

full human expenence.

This national tour is an appreciation of

what has been accomplished by Black

independent filmmakers in contributing

to a new vision for us all.

Richard Gauged, Curator
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THE INVENTION OF BLACK CINEMA
CLYDE TAYLOR

Lire films showcased by the Black on

Black senes are part of a new Black

cinema, a vital art movement whose

popular recognition may lie just over the

horizon. Many of these films have been

screened at festivals devoted to

independent Black American motion

pictures in Berlin, Paris and Amsterdam.

Indeed, a book-length edition of

CinemAction, a Paris journal, is being

prepared on "Le cinema noir

Amencain, that will examine this body

of independent filmmaking.

This is not the first time the art of

Afncan-Amencans gained early respect in

Europe. But this European fascination

owes a debt to enterprising American film

programmers and exhibitors who have

been featuring the new talent since the

70s. Among the many presentations

organized by Oliver Franklin in

Philadelphia was his pace-setting national

tounng exhibition. Black Films and

Black Filmmakers. Numerous festivals

and community screenings have also

been organized by Tony Gittens in

Washington, D.C., Linda Blackaby in

Philadelphia, and The African Film

Society in San Francisco. One of the

many programs mounted in New York

by Pearl Bowser over the years was a six

day festival of independent Black films at

the Public Theater in March 1981.

Still, the paradox remains. A fuller,

more balanced, responsible portrayal of

Black people is found in this new cinema

than in Hollywood's total output,

including the Black exploitation films of

the 1970's. Yet the new Black cinema

goes barely noticed by those searching

for 'positive Black images." Why? The

perspective of history is needed to

understand this contradiction and to

grasp the significance of this Black

renaissance in films.

Cinema was bom in the "bully" days

of Euro-American imperialism and from

the start reflected the vigor of White

supremacy at the turn of the century.

No more graphic illustration can be

found of the swaggering empires' need

to inferiorize the cultures of dominated

peoples than the racist stereotypes found

in the silent and early sound era.

Throughout much of Hollywood's

history, Black audiences have had to

cultivate an agile mental gymnastics

transposing the alien and overbearing

postures of American movie dramas into

shadowy re-creations that would

nevertheless provide the inner emotional

nourishment movies are designed to

supply. It was all the more painful, then,

to have this delicate exercise interrupted

by the appearance of a cartoonish Black

figure on the screen, causing many to

flinch, scrunch down in their seats and

wait for the sudden squall of ridicule and

contempt to pass.

Oliver Franklin

Already reeling from this routine

assassination of their dignity on the

screen, Black Americans received a

double blow in 1915 from D. W.
Giffith's The Birth ofA Nation. This

operatic rhapsody to the Ku Klux Klan

brought the de-legitimation of Blacks to

a new, more resonant low. To make
matters worse, Griffith's film was a

landmark of innovation, ambition and

scale—the first blockbuster.

Led by the NAACP, Blacks waged a

national resistance campaign against

Griffith's movie in the courts and on

picket lines, shutting it down in some

cities. They also waged a national

campaign to produce an answer on the

screen to Griffith's racial libel. Under the

leadership of Emmett J. Scott, former

secretary to Booker T. Washington, and

after enormous fundraising difficulties,

The Birth of A Race premiered in

Chicago the winter of 1918.

The Birth ofA Race was a flop, an

artistic bust. But the two Birth pictures

offered the negative and positive sparks

for an energetic movement among
hopeful Black independents who had

actually entered the field as early as

1910. The Red Motion Picture

Corporation and Ebony Film

Corporation were two sources of

redemptive effort. More substantial was

The Lincoln Motion Picture Company
formed in Los Angeles by George and

Noble Johnson, producers of The

Realization ofA Negro's Ambition, The

Trooper of Troop K and other valiant

attempts. According to historian Daniel

Leab, the Johnson brothers also brought

Oscar Micheaux into the business, the

giant of early Black independents, by

asking for screen rights for his novel The

Homesteaders. Instead, Micheaux filmed

the novel himself. Micheaux wrote,

produced, directed and personally

distributed thirty-four films

for Black movie-goers from 1918 right

up to 1948.
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The mixed success of these early

independents has to be read m the light

of the yet unwritten history of the

entrance of ethnic artists into new art

forms and media. Typically, these

entrances are characterized by similar

seasoning patterns and difficulties. The

costs to the first entrants in personal and

artistic sacrifices are exorbitant, and

usually, it takes more than one wave or

generation to fuse effectively the new
with the familiar.

The struggles of these early

independents were fueled by the

contemporary race pnde of Garveyism,

the New Negro movement and the so-

called Harlem Renaissance. However, as

an art movement, the work of these

filmmakers was more shallowly rooted,

less mature than the Black literature,

theater and music of the times.

Micheaux and his colleagues were the

first entrants into a new, hostile medium,

trying to wed its power and magic to

the elements of Black culture. Their work

in the 1 920's was more comparable to

the pioneering careers in the 1 890's of

Paul Lawrence Dunbar in poetry and

Scott Joplin in music.

By 1 93 1 ,
all of these early

independents except Micheaux had

been pushed out of operation, but for

other reasons than those that caused the

fall of the Harlem Renaissance. The
decline of "the vogue of the Negro" was

not crucial, since the filmmakers aimed

for predominantly Black audiences in

those days of segregated movie houses.

What hurt the independents was the

Depression and, even more, the nse of

the talkies whose skyrocketing demands
in terms of skill and eguipment came
when capital was more scarce than ever.

Micheaux, however, pushed into the

new technology, competing now tor

Black audiences with the mainly White

filmmakers who produced all-Black cast

movies m a steady tnckle till World
War II.

It was "The War Against Fascism" that

prepared the second phase of

independent Black filmmaking. The same
global forces that brought independence

or revolution to awakened Third World
nations also demanded that Hollywood

liberalize its portraiture of ethnic

peoples, beginning with the half-hearted

"Negro-interest films" of 1948-1949.

Hollywood's hegemony was further

loosened by artistic competition, first

from Europe, particularly Italian neo-

realism, then increasingly from around

the globe. Technological changes

emerging from the war also cut into

Hollywood's dominance. The U.S.

Army's development of 16mm
equipment made the films in this Black

on Black exhibition possible. Then came
television, with still newer technology.

Live newsreel images of Black

Americans asserting their humanity in

the courts, the streets, the playing fields

and the colleges exposed as cultural

felony Hollywood's archives of servile

self-cancelling Black shadows.

Oscar Micheaux

Until the late 1960's the most realistic

characterization of Black people came
largely from White filmmakers in such

films as Cool World and Nothing But A
Man. Then, following Richard Mason's

path-breaking You Dig It? (1968), Black

filmmakers, trained in film schools

(conscience-easing admittees after the

murder of Martin Luther King, Jr.)

brought a new density to the character

of Black films and have made a

"cinema"—a body of work with a

coherent tradition—possible.

This second phase of independent

filmmaking is more purely a rebirth than

the literary movement of the 1920's, but

we can learn much by comparing it to

the awakening of Black literature after

World War I.

The first Black independents of the

1920's came to their task with the

limited vision of adapting Hollywood's

idea of movies—formula entertainment

based on vaudeville and the traveling

circus—merely by substituting Black

characters for Whites. This fateful

Imitation was reflected in the continuous

search for Black Valentinos, Negro Cecil

B. DeMilles and chocolate Fred Astaires.

Their impetus was reactionary and

redemptionist, suggesting no more
probing analysis of mainline cinema than

its neglect or distortion of Blacks. One of

their artistic handicaps was their

acceptance of a genetic, instinctualist

interpretation of human behavior. Only

by the 1930's would Black intellectuals

advance the environmentalism whose

counterpart in literature was realism

and naturalism.

The fallacy of trying to "beat them at

their own game" lay in this strategy's

short-term profit at long-term loss. By
attempting Black versions of the box
office successes of the day, the first-

phase independents threw away
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opportunities to promote new ways of

understanding films among Black

audiences. Who was to blame, then,

when those Black movie-goers turned

back to the fare offered by the

ongmators of formula fun, who had the

expenence and resources to do it

better? This fallacy was essentially

repeated by Black exploitation films, as

was disclosed when executives of the

major studios ended that interlude with

the observation that while Blacks would

pay to see non-Black movies, Whites

were passing up the films of Black

exploitation.

Another short-sighted view lies behind

the popular cry for "positive Black

images." Such single-factor motivation is

likely to result once again in mere

inversions of travesties, like the Black

exploitation flicks and their glib,

insincere anti-White racism. This popular

model for the renewal of Black reality on

the screen rests on a false, banking

concept of images: all that is supposed

to be needed is to take something from

"them" and give it to "us."

But the birth of a national or ethnic art

form is never simply an outburst of

historical disclaimers shaped as

entertainment. As Black writing since the

New Negro movement shows, the

liberated art of a suppressed people,

even the most politically committed,

overcomes the caricatures of the past

through the achievements of realism,

sensitive depiction and original,

culturally saturated insights—in short,

through the imperatives of art. If the

characterization of Blacks in American

literature is more honest today, it is

largely because it has been "made

honest" by the emergence of Black

American literature.

When the expression of an aroused

people overcomes "the do to self what

others do" of official culture, the vehicle

of its emergence is usually a truly

creative reconstruction. False art is

defeated by honest art, not by false art

from the other side. The point that is

always difficult to accept in practice is

that the liberating body of creative work

cannot be looked for in the margins of

the mass culture industry. It will always

arise out of entirely different social

circumstances, ideologies, personal

histories, artistic influences and values,

and with different economic

underpinnings. This is the creativity that

is highlighted in Black on Black.

What separates today's independent

Black filmmakers from those of the

1 920's is the perception of themselves as

artists rather than as show business

hustlers; artists conscious of a cultural

tradition nourished by Charlie Parker,

John Coltrane and Betty Carter. When
asked, the influences they cite are never

John Ford or Howard Hawkes, but early

Vittorio DeSica, Ousmane Sembene, the

Cubans, Akira Kurosawa or Yasujiro

Ozu, Bertolt Brecht, Frederick

Wiseman, Peter Watkins, Luis Bunuel, or

with emphasis, the blues, the Black

church. Their backgrounds typically

include apprenticeships as painters,

photographers, photo-journalists,

writers—that is, in authorial rather than

performance media. Their independence

is more psychic than economic.

Set beside the literary awakening of

the 1920's, the new Black cinema shows

a similar diversity of styles and themes,

often the same themes: the re-

examination of cultural roots, a

preoccupation with Africa as cultural

source and sometimes political textbook,

the return to Black folk culture and oral

tradition. Like the writers of the 1 920's,

these artists are liable to the trendiness of

ideological fashion.

But for all its modishness, Black

writing of the 1920's became the

foundation for durable African-American

literature; the same destiny might await

this budding cinema. But it will have to

overcome similar obstacles. Black

writing in the 1920's failed to find its

organic audience, relying mainly on

White readers and publishers who
abandoned it after the stock market

crash of 1929. African-American

literature is just now building a core

audience among educated Blacks. Faced

with cutbacks in government and

foundation support, the new Black

cinema is also looking at an uphill climb

towards a sustaining, community

audience.

As said before, one of the major

accomplishments of Black American

writing is the less salacious, more
naturally drawn characterization of

Blacks that is now found in American

writing. One cost of this achievement

has been the relative neglect of Black

characters in White American fiction.

But that loss is bearable, since the

national reading public is becoming

accustomed to finding its literary

characterizations of Black people in the

works of Black authors (as witnessed by
Boots). The kind of characterization

found in African-American literature is

another achievement; Black writing

today is far more than a series of

answers to former insults, two-

dimensional redemptions, or catch-up

heroizations. It is the fictive expression of

the realities of Black life as dozens of

writers through their personal impulses,

intersected by the constraints of history,

are best able to realize it. Fallible but

honest art has supplanted racial

propaganda.
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The diversity within the new Black

cinema, reflected in Black on Black,

shows promise of an equally broad,

unaffected expression of a people's

reality. The films in this movement have

flowered m all directions of motion

picture form: facing the challenges of

fictional and narrative shorts and

features; experimenting with plotless

visionary, poetic and symbolic films;

adapting to the screen the rhythms and

rituals of Black speech, music and

culture, and disclosing the dilemmas and

celebrations of all ranks of Black life.

Central to this new movement is the

appearance of many skilled and

committed young Black filmmakers. The

reflection of Black reality by White

filmmakers, particularly in

documentaries, often has been an

important element in the struggle for

responsible Black imagery. But it is only

with the entrance of a community of

Black creators into this field that we can

find a body of film art where Blacks are

the subject as well as the object of the

reality presented.

Since these films are committed to

artistic integrity, they also happen to be

among the first Black-produced films

seriously open to cultural exchange. This

helps explain the interest these films

have generated in Europe, where film is

more closely harmonized to art and

theater traditions than in America. What
this also means is that this movement is

continually balancing its cultural identity

beside a cosmopolitan outlook.

The highest objective, then, of the

dnve to produce Black images must not

be just to possess a mechanical or

electronic theater "because they've got

one." It is not just to prove the

hollowness of traditional images of

African-Americans and to declare to the

rest of the world: "Hey, this is what

we're really like." Nor is it only to make
a record of Black cultural existence to

pass on to a relatively decultured Black

youth. The highest objective in the

search for image is to seize a new
language—not just a new film esthetic,

but a central medium through which

communication within the culture and

with other cultures can reach its most

responsive, sensitive nuances.

With the appearance of this generation

of independent Black filmmakers, Black

cinema is moving toward a command of

cinematic expression through which

Black Americans will be able to speak to

and for themselves.

© Clyde Taylor 1982



PROGRAM 1

Suggested Audience: Family

KUUMBA: SIMON'S NEW SOUND
1978, color/animation, 8 minutes

Produced by Carol Munday Lawrence.

Screenplay by Joel Dreyluss. Assistant

Producer, Shirley Rodnques. Design of

animation by Robert Bloomberg and Jane

Aaron. Narrators are Lawrence Andrews,

Lucille Arnold, Pamela Franco and Opal

Palmer. Artists are Debra Codu, Maureen
Fletcher, Ann Gibson, Valerie Hodges,

Aura Pachinger, Isaura Pachinger,

Darlene Ward and Angela Williams.

Music by The Louis Arnold Steel

Drummers. Distributed by Beacon Films.

KUUMBA: SIMON'S NEW SOUND is

one of seven folklore films for children

demonstrating each of the Seven

Principles—Nguzo Saba—as they are

known in Swahili. Kuumba is the

principle of creativity. Simon, a young
boy who lives in Trinidad, is trying to

create a new musical instrument to play

during Carnival. He is looking for

something different, something that will

make a special sound. The ingenuity

Simon uaee to find his special sound is

not only an engaging story, but is also a

statement on the creative process itself

with its constant searching and frequent

serendipity.

Carol Munday Lawrence received a

B.A. from Oberlin College and a M.A.

from Boston College. She supervised the

making of the seven Nguzo Saba films

which employ the talents of many
filmmakers. She has also made
independent films herself, among them

BONES and THE BLACK WEST.



CLARENCE AND ANGEL
1980, color/narrative, 75 minutes

Produced and directed by Robert

Gardner. Onginal screenplay by Robert

Gardner. Cinematography by Doug
Harris. Edited by Jonathan Weld. Sound

by Clive Davison. Music by Philip

Wilson. With Darren Brown, Mark
Cardova and Cynthia McPherson.

Distributed by Texture Films, Inc.

CLARENCE AND ANGEL tells the story

of Clarence, a 1 2-year-old Black boy,

whose migrant family has just moved to

New York City. In school he is called

upon to read—but he can't. The other

kids' derision incites Clarence to fight,

and his teacher sends him out into the

hall. There he meets Angel, a

hyperactive Puerto Rican boy whose

classroom antics often land him in the

hallway as well.

The film follows the developing

friendship with tenderness and a lack of

condescension, treating their daydreams

and fantasies with a disarming and

appropnately childlike touch. Clarence's

teacher gives up on him in exasperation,

but Clarence learns to read anyway—
from Angel—as the story builds to a

climactic confrontation between

Clarence and the teacher.

CLARENCE AND ANGEL premiered at

the Locarno Film Festival where it won
second place honors and a

Humarutanan Award. It has been

screened at festivals in Toronto and

Montreal, Canada, the Prix Italia, with

engagements in such diverse locations as

Algeria and Vietnam.

CLARENCE AND ANGEL

Robert Gardner hails from Washington,

D.C. He studied journalism at McGill

University, Montreal, and filmmaking at

Columbia University and the College of

the City of New York. His first work on

an independent film was as a sound

technician; his own first independent film

was an 18-minute short, I COULD
HEAR YOU ALL THE WAY DOWN
THE HALL, which revealed a talent for

realistic characterization and a grand

urbanized sense of humor. He then

spent four years raising funds and doing

pre-production work for CLARENCE
AND ANGEL. Presently he is working

on his second independent feature.
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Oliver Franklin: O F.:

You have directed two films, both

about children. What makes you so

interested in children's culture and
^ q

how did you get the central idea for

the film?

Robert Gardner

Photo: John McDonnell, The Washington Post

Robert Gardner:

I'm probably trying to resolve certain

things about my own childhood. Junior

high school was a very difficult time

for me. I really hated school but was

very excited about the people around

me, especially those who could play

the "dozens" well. One fellow was so

good—he's a lawyer now—that we'd

let him play the "dozens" on us just to

hear him rap. I also like kids and the

way they respond to things. They're

very honest. But the central idea for

the film came in college, while taking

a break from an exam. I asked this

guy next to me why he was laughing,

and he told me this incredible story

about moving north and actually being

taught to read at age 1 3 by a Puerto

Rican kid he met in the hall. So I took

that initial idea and worked with it.

O.F.: Is casting a problem for this

age group?

R.G.: After looking for a few weeks, I

finally found Clarence actually in a

hallway of a school. Angel was much
more difficult because I needed O.F.

someone who was very comfortable

with his body. I tried all kinds of

things—agents, the Puerto Rican

Traveling Theatre, looking

everywhere. Finally, I went to a

house to interview a kid and Mark
was visiting him. I wanted somebody
with a good imagination, with a

strong sense of himself. Mark is

studying Ballet, and he had a lot of

discipline. He would call me up at

night with suggestions about the

script. For instance, the scene with

him talking about horror movies—

I

had no idea how popular these films

were among his friends. But he

convinced me.

With the elements of a commercial

motion picture, did you ever consider

going to Hollywood with the script?

Never! The story is essentially about a

boy who is taught to read, and I really

didn't think Hollywood would be

interested in that. They would have

wanted Gary Coleman or Michael

Jackson in the film. And I really

needed someone totally unknown, so

that children would see themselves in

the film, and not someone they knew
before. So my time was spent doing it

myself. It took four years to raise

the funds.

What motivates you to produce your

films independently?

I have difficulty with an industry that

has maligned us, and other third world

people, and women . . . Besides, I like

the freedom. We always produce films

at lower cost and work with a

combination of professional and non-

professional actors. Most important, I

really enjoy working for myself. That's

probably very American—this

individualism. Even with everything

moving m the direction of high multi-

national corporations, there will always

be ’Mom & Pop' stories. Hollywood

would never do a CLARENCE AND
ANGEL.

How would you describe the

filmmaking process?

It's very lonely during the first part of

the process. After the funds are raised

it becomes collective. It's like a wnter

having to deal with craft, and using

literature, art, and music to influence

and nurture him. So in shaping of

craft, I'm consistently reading fiction

and literary cntics because my craft is

filmmaking—yes, but a filmmaker is

also a student of art, literature, music,

design of all kinds . . . and, a student

of people.
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O.F.: How important is being Black to your

filmmaking?

R.G.: This society never allows you to forget

that you're Black. Although I think of

myself as a “Black independent" I

hope that my work transcends type-

casting. I try to reach for a wide

audience. Foundations are good at

typecasting: they'll fund one or two

"minority" projects, and fund 30 other

projects to "independent filmmakers."

It may not be a multi-million dollar

STAR WARS, but it will be nght. This

comes from a responsibility to myself

first. It's a part of that Southern Black

tradition of excellence. I remember

seeing shoe-shine men who were

proud of their work. If you'd ask them

if they wanted another job, they'd say

"No son, cause I'm the best shoe-shine

man in town." They knew they lacked

upward mobility, but they wanted to

be the best.

O.F.: You have playground chants and raps

in both films as examples of our folk

culture. Folk culture has been

discussed at length throughout our

intellectual history as a relevant or

non-relevant topic of inquiry. Where
do you fit in the argument?

R.G.: Folk culture is very legitimate; for

instance, those playground chants are

very African. There's one that goes

“Ama-lama, Kuma-lama, Kuma-lama

viste." It's a West African children's

song. The words are now nonsensical,

yet in West Africa the rhythms are the

same, and the words have meaning.

The taunt between the two girls is

"Ain't your momma pretty, She's got

meatballs on her titties, she's got

scrambled eggs between her legs, ain't

your momma pretty?" That's more like

the dozens—the way children put each

other down. Public school is like that;

when everybody is thrown together,

you look for weaknesses. A lot of kids

didn't know the chants, but everyone

knew the raps. The raps to me are the

new folk chants. They're reshaping all

of those old myths like "Stagger Lee"

and "St. lames Infirmary." The raps

permeate the culture, like the D.J. on

the radio; or the sensuous raps

between man and woman. The new
folk culture responds to this. It is very

Afncan in style, very Afro-Amencan in

its values and it cuts across class and

social lines.

O.F.: What kind of response has the film

received abroad?

R.G.: Non-Americans, especially in cultures

outside of this country, tend to take film

more seriously. The film won second

prize at the Locarno Film Festival in

Italy. The people were surprised that I

didn't have a social project, or urban

drug film. And it wasn't difficult for

Europeans to get out of the typecast of

Black Artist as Political Radical. They

really appreciated the film. I'll never

forget seeing the lines outside of a

theatre where the film played

commercially in Montreal, Canada. It

may not ever play in a commercial

house here in this country. We'll still

have to search for legitimacy outside of

this country before our own people

take us seriously.

O.F.: What future do you see for

independent filmmakers?

R.G.: We have to continue to develop by

seeing as many films as possible,

especially all silent and old movies.

American directors are good, but

there are good directors in other parts

of the world.

All independent filmmakers remind me
of the Wnght Brothers. You take a few

paces, get it going and everybody

applauds. But then you must start all

over again. Everybody has to get

behind it and push and be hopeful it

will go a little higher the next time. I'm

searching for a film form that best

renders my own Afro-American

experience; something that might be

called, for lack of a better word,

indigenous. It may take four films

before I come close to it.
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PROGRAM 2
Suggested Audience: Teens and Adults

GODS IN EXILE
1975-1 976, color/documentary,

10 minutes

Produced, directed, wntten and

photographed by Alfred Santana.

Distributed by the Black Filmmaker

Distribution Service.

GODS IN EXILE shows a Santeria priest

performing an Akan religious ritual, and

features Afro-Brazilian artist Abdias do
Nascimento whose paintings reflect

contemporary religious symbols. The
presence and practice of African

religions in the United States may be a

discovery to many in the dominant

religious groups in this country.

Alfred Santana is a professional

cinematographer, independent filmmaker

and a member of IATSE Local 644
Motion Picture Photographers Union. He
has photographed a number of

documentaries, public affairs specials

and magazine format programs that

have aired on public and commercial

television. Santana presently resides in

New York City where he is developing

a production company geared to

independent film and video production.

He is also working on another film about

African religions scheduled for release

in 1983.

A PLACE IN TIME
1976, black and white/narrative/

nonverbal, 33 Id minutes

Produced and directed by Charles

Lane. Original treatment by Charles

Lane. Cinematography and lighting by
Ron Fortunato. Music composed,

orchestrated and conducted by Marc
Marder. Dance scenes choreographed

by Ralph Farrington. With Charles

Lane, Francine Piggot, George Riddick,

Joseph Robinson, Benjamin Schneeberg

and Melissa Krantz. Distributed by the

Black Filmmaker Distribution Service.

A PLACE IN TIME is the story of a

country boy who paints landscapes

trying to make it in the big city by

painting portraits. He falls in love with a

dancer and, true to the stereotypical

"city experience," he gets mugged,

conned and robbed. It is a

contemporary narrative that makes use

of pantomime and an original score to

describe the characters and articulate

them within visual and musical images.

A comical satire that parodies the

exploits of a street artist, A PLACE IN

TIME is a metaphor for hope in the face

of a destructive society.

Charles Lane received a B.F.A. in Film

from the State University of New York,

Purchase. He is presently working on his

first feature film, THOU SHALT NOT
MISCEGENATE, the story of an

interracial relationship between two

college seniors and their resolution of

the hypocrisies that confront them.

Footage already shot for the film

indicates that Lane's treatment of this

senous subject is being done with the

same wit that pervades the serious story

line of A PLACE IN TIME.



Charles Lane

Photo: © 1980 Steven Mark Needham
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JUST BRIEFLY
1976, black and white/narrative,

15 minutes

Produced and directed by Louise

Fleming. Original screenplay by Louise

Fleming. Distributed by Phoenrx/BFA

Films & Video, Inc.

JUST BRIEFLY is a glimpse of a young

woman's search for emotional fulfillment.

She meets a man with whom she had a

short-lived involvement. The film is seen

entirely through the eyes of Adie, the

main character. She recalls her pleasant

but brief affair and she remembers her

lover's unwillingness to commit himself.

The film continually swings back and

forth from the past when she had the

affair to the present when she is

reflecting about it. It is through these

bittersweet reflections that she is able to

gain insight and hope for the future.

Louise Fleming has worked in a vanety

of production capacities on television

documentanes and independent films.

She is presently completing work on a

dramatic film about the continuity of

women's friendships.

1

2

TRANSMAGNIFiCAN DAMBAMUALITY



Production Still MOJA: THE LAST AMERICAN

TRANSMAGNIFICAN
DAMBAMUALITY
1976, black and white/experimental,

IV2 minutes

Produced, directed, written,

photographed and edited by Ronald K.

Gray. Music by John Adams and

Dorothy Randall Gray. Sound by

Ronald K. Gray. With Cheryl Francis,

Genie Massey, Darryl Alladice and

Llewellyn Jones. Distributed by the Black

Filmmaker Distribution Service.

TRANSMAGNIFICAN
DAMBAMUALITY is a film which has as

its creative impulse the unique poly-

rhythms of Black urban life. The film's

title, as well as its metier, are reminiscent

of Black vaudeville comedy. This

slapstick portrayal of a teenager's

struggle for creative self-realization in the

hyperactive environment of a large

family will draw laughter from anyone

who has traveled the rocky road toward

personal accomplishment.

Ronald K. Gray has pursued his artistic

interests as a painter, photographer and

now as a filmmaker. He gamed
experience as a cinematographer and

editor in his native New York City. He is

currently completing a film entitled

SALSA CON PUENTE, a musical

documentary about Latin American

band leader Tito Puente. Gray is also

the co-producer and cinematographer of

the feature film, LOSING GROUND.

MOJA: THE LAST AMERICAN
1977, color/narrative, 32 minutes

Directed by Ed Henderson. Produced

by Ed Henderson, Jacques Wakefield

and Joe Dellolio. Original screenplay by
Ed Henderson. Cinematography by Joe

Dellolio. Edited by Ed Henderson. Music

by Greg Henderson. With Jacques

Wakefield, Arthur Ajaye, Paul Melnick

and the St. Augustine Grass Roots

Theatre. Distributed by the filmmaker.

MOJA: THE LAST AMERICAN is a

cinematic statement about an obliterated

old order and the decisions individuals

will have to make about the shape of a

new order. Moja is an abbreviated form

of the Swahili word, Umoja, which

means unity and oneness. It reflects the

hopes for the future as the alternatives

are laid out by the filmmaker for the

audience to evaluate. The Last Amencan
here is not the last survivor of a

holocaust as others appear in the film,

but he represents a link between the old

order, with its irrational urge to survive

at any cost, and the possibilities of a

peaceable new order. The world is

portrayed as a harsh reality, and the

children in the film reflect this reality. At

the same time they are seen as inheritors

of what is left and the choosers of what

shall be. Will it be the old order they are

still living out or a new order where

Umoja prevails? If the conclusion filmed

at the site of the 1964 World's Fair in

New York is ambiguous, it is probably

because MOJA: THE LAST AMERICAN
was intended to be followed by a

sequel, THE INHERITORS. This second

film would have laid out the more
rational choices people can make m the

spirit of Umoja. The ambiguity of The

Last American himself is heightened by
knowing that he was created by artificial

insemination after an environmental

disaster. Hence, it can be said he is No
Man who is transforming into an

Everyman of the future.

Ed Henderson received his B.A. degree

in Film in 1978 from the City University

of New York. Although still planning the

sequel to MOJA, THE INHERITORS,
Mr. Henderson has become involved in

a dramatic film about a man who
confronts both sides of himself in a time

of crisis, THE MAN ON THE LAKE.
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PROGRAM 3
Suggested Audience: Teens and Adults

Julie Dash

FOUR WOMEN
1977, color/dance, 7 minutes

Directed by Julie Dash. Produced by

Winfred Tennison. Cinematography by

Bob Maxwell. Music written and sung

by Nina Simone. With Linda Martina

Young as the dancer. Distributed by the

filmmaker.

FOUR WOMEN is an experimental

dance film. It employs the use of stylized

movements and dress to express the

spirit of Black womanhood from an

embryonic stage in Africa through the

struggle to survive in America. The film

is a blend of choreo-cinematography in

which the techniques of filmmaking

attempt to transcend the dancer's

performance—to become an extension

of the art form itself.

Julie Dash was bom in New York City

and studied filmmaking in workshops at

the Studio Museum in Harlem, the

Leonard Davis Center for the

Performing Arts and the David Picker

Film Institute. She received a B.A. in

Film from the City College of New York.

After receiving her degree, she

relocated to Los Angeles to study at the

Center for Advanced Film Studies at the

American Film Institute. It was the

inspiration of Slavko Vorkapich, who
lectured on kinesthetic responses in

cinema there, which prompted her

creation of FOUR WOMEN. Ms. Dash is

a candidate for a M.F.A. m Film from

the University of California, Los

Angeles. She completed the film, DIARY
OF AN AFRICAN NUN, m 1977, and

is presently working on a series of four

half-hour films which describe the

historical content of the 20th century

through the experience of Black women.

The second in the projected series,

ILLUSIONS, was completed in 1982.
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KILLER OF SHEEP
1977, black and whlte/narrative,

83 minutes

Produced, directed, written, edited and

photographed by Charles Burnett.

Sound by Charles Bracy. With Henry

Sanders, Kaycee Moore, Charles Bracy

and Angela Burnett. Distributed by the

filmmaker.

KILLER OF SHEEP is the story of Stan,

a sensitive man whose work in a

slaughterhouse conflicts with his own
sensibilities about life. He internalizes

these conflicts and, though never losing

sight of the values of right and wrong,

his growing alienation and personal

isolation begin to surface. Burnett's

profound creation of a sense of place

draws a parallel between the story of

Stan and the context of Watts in

southern Los Angeles, where the film

was made. However, the film is not

depressing. Stan does survive and,

though it appears ironic in spite of the

images of so much killing, there is a

strong reverence for life in the film. Kids

introduce KILLER OF SHEEP; they are

always underfoot and their vitality seems

impossible to slaughter. KILLER OF
SHEEP received a Critic's Award at the

1981 Berlin Film Festival, even though it

was not entered in the competition.

Charles Burnett received a M.F.A.

degree from the University of California,

Los Angeles. Prior to KILLER OF
SHEEP, Burnett made a short color film,

THE HORSE. He was also the

cinematographer for two films by Alile

Sharon Larkin, YOUR CHILDREN
COME BACK TO YOU and A
DIFFERENT IMAGE. Charles Burnett is

presently working on his second feature

film, MY BROTHER'S WEDDING. It is a

tragic comedy in which the central

character is a young man who, at a

critical juncture in his life, finds himself

unable to make a defensible decision

about his own future. His indecision is

contrasted with the decision to marry

made by his brother. The internal

struggle of the main character, Pierce

Munday, is not a recreation of Stan in

KILLER OF SHEEP, but Pierce's

dilemmas do mirror Stan's in terms of

context, limited possibilities, and their

shared sense of a moral imperative.
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Charles Burnett Photo: Gil Harris

Oliver Franklin:

There has been a lot of discussion

about the style and subject of KILLER
OF SHEEP. It seems you were

attempting to develop a new way of

looking at urban Black culture. How
do you define your film aesthetics?

Charles Burnett:

Minority people have to develop their

own language of film. There is a

suspicious quality about using the

same system which has been used to

exploit you. Even if you have

something to say, the form is rather

suspicious. We've been denied our

culture for so long, that we should

begin to develop the type of film

language and sensibility to express our

own terms. Since Hollywood

dominated the industry, everything

falls into a certain pattern: it robs one

of a wider range of expression. The
cost of production is so expensive,

we've never had a chance to really

experiment with this medium. I would

say briefly that a lot of us attempt to

use the regular format and aesthetics

in films: one entertains the audience

and, before the end of the film, hits

them with a message; which is cool,

but I want to go beyond that. So I am
in the process of working out what my
cinema aesthetics are: development is

building from a past—roots—but we
must go beyond it.

O.F.: Do you believe that the subliminal

message is within the structure of

the work?

C.B.: I've often wondered what Marshall

McLuhan meant by that phrase, "The

medium is the message." There is a

psychology of form; particularly after

years of being conditioned by the

medium. People right now look at

reality in a certain form—like soap

operas. These forms really dominate

the imagination and how one

perceives relationships. These are very

serious issues, particularly, if we're

talking about films for social change;

making films that give people a new
way of seeing, or, which is probably

the case for the average thinking Black

person, using a film form that

conforms with their reality structure,

and confirms what they are seeing.
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O.F.: How do you explain the mixed, and in

some cases, negative reaction to your

film from the middle-class Black

community?

C.B.: A lot of people are saying that my film

is very negative and defeatist. One
reviewer in Chicago said that the film

didn't offer an alternative. In reality,

that reviewer wanted me to make a

larger statement; show an alternative,

people in the factory working to

overcome social conditions,

challenging the management, etc., etc.

I'm saying: in reality, people don't see

things like that, and to make a larger

statement, as the reviewer calls it, is

actually reducing life to a simpler

statement. It's ironic, but the truth:

when people confront reality it's a

whole complex of things—events,

interactions—that one has to witness.

You can give someone advice, like a

friend who has marnage problems.

But you'll never see the friend's reality.

Let me give you an example. The lady

who lives downstairs from me was

being beaten up by her husband. So

we went to investigate. The husband

comes to the door very guietly and

says, "everything is all right." We go
back upstairs. Then we hear the fight

again. We go back downstairs and he

comes to the door again, "everything

is tine." Things began to get out of

hand. The police arnve; her family

arrives. It's really a scene; the woman
is all beaten up. Her mother says "why

don't you kick that nigger out of here."

The police want to arrest him, but the

woman is crying to her husband,

"Baby, don't leave!" Now I thought,

this is a really crazy situation. But the

woman perceived it differently. She

perceived loneliness as the alternative

to her husband, and apparently she

perceived it as a greater evil than

physical and emotional pain. What can

you suggest to her? I'm trying to be

practical in making films, so I try to

look at it from her point of view.

O.F.: Are you saying that viewers'

perception of your film is a result of

their class bias? That you challenge,

or expand, the notion of "Positive

Black Image?"

C.B.: I'd like to discuss the notion of

"positive images" later, but what I'm

trying to say is that in the past films

have not given Black people a sense

of humanity and warmth, a sense that

we do endure certain things. In my
film, we have a man named Stan, with

two children. To me that's a postive

statement. He's struggling to keep his

family together, which goes against the

traditional thought that the lower-class

Black family is more often than not

fatherless. The heroes that I know do

have both parents. People are

struggling. I wasn't making a film

where everyone joins hands in the end

—which doesn't work out in the long

run. Those situations where you try to

make alternatives may not be

adaptable to real life situations.

Because all of the problems I've

witnessed have been general, but

unique in a situation where people are

involved psychologically. It's more
complicated than a linear A-B-C-D.

Human beings have dual interests.

They get attached to an object even q p
though it's burning their hands.

O.F.: Should filmmakers attempt to show an q g
alternative?

C.B.: People who want films that show them

"the way" are looking to filmmakers as

leaders. I have to question that role

because most of the filmmakers I know
have so many social problems that

they can't lead normal lives

themselves. One must be suspicious of

filmmakers who say they are going to

help the working class, etc. It costs a

minimum of $10,000 to make a film.

Sometimes, I feel that if one really

wants to help the community, one

should take that money and put it

directly into a community effort,

because filmmaking is a luxury. A
luxury we must have, however.

OF

Now, on this “Positive Black Image."

It's good, but you can't say it's all one

thing. We need positive images. But

most important, we need realistic

images that people can identity with

in their lives. Short of a revolution, I

don't know what to otter people

except the deeply felt belief that we
are human beings. We are rarely

presented as human beings on the

wide screens. And since everything is

relative, you must be careful in saying

very glibly that you want to present a

positive image. It's very complicated:

film is hypnotic, with all of the

psychological and physical processes

working. There should be a dialogue

between the filmmaker and audience.

If things are negative on the screen,

audiences should be able to think for

themselves rather than believing that

the filmmaker let them down. The

filmmaker is really saying "at this point,

think for yourself." Because things are

vastly different. As you were saying,

Oliver, the ghettoes here in L.A. are

vastly different from the ghettoes in

Philadelphia. We need films where

people can say, "Yes, I understand, I

have to go on and treat my own
particular problem, which is unique."

What is the central issue for you in

KILLER OF SHEEP?

The tact that these people have

become insensitive through a process

that is very general. The important

thing is to reverse this insensitivity that

minonty people find themselves a part

of, just by struggling to survive. In the

beginning of the film, this kid is being

told to support his brother, whether he

is right or wrong—blood is thicker

than water. It becomes a moral value,

and can create deep psychological

conflicts. Suppose your brother

is wrong? You can become
dehumanized because you can't make
a decision since you were taught that

blood is more important than right or

wrong, or you support him knowing

he's wrong.

I agree with the insensitivity issue, but

I found your central character a

classic study in depression.
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C.B.: Stan is not so much depressed m the

middle-class use of the term as he is

alienated from his family. He is

ordinary and it's important for people

to understand this—and he is

struggling to overcome. He wants to

keep a moral balance. He could take

a destructive turn to resolve his

problems: leave his wife or go out and

rob somebody. He is very desperate

and has reached the point where he

can't trust his sensitivity. He can't

sleep, he daydreams, sex is not a

tender thing anymore—everything

makes a demand on his nerves. He
sees things in images and nightmares.

I read a book about images of war,

people's reflections afterward. The
important theme throughout the book

was that what was real at the time took

a back seat to things that were unusual

and important. For instance, a bomb
completely devastated a building

except for a chair that was sitting in its

original spot, untouched. People will

remember the chair very clearly—Stan

is trying to hold on to something,

some piece of reality—like that chair in

the bombed-out building. He has a

moral foundation, but he's

immobilized. I was trying to capture

cinematically a sense of his images.

OF.: Is Stan a heroic figure?

C.B.: First, Stan is not a hero in the classical

sense, but he is a hero because he is

struggling to keep his family together.

Second, this is a film about how
people view their lives and reality,

which is not taken from the

conventions of theatre or fiction but

from the raw matenal of life itself. I'm

trying to develop a certain kind of

opinion in the audience, saying this is

reality—which is very untrue to begin

with—a classic false statement. I'm

trying to illuminate all these things that

are theatrical in terms of plot and

drama and submerge that within the

context; choose elements that actually

relate to each other. So that, in the

end, we see Stan enduring and the

great reverence for life that exists in

poor and minority communities: We
choose to survive in spite of our

problems Stan is continuing in his job

as a slaughterer—killing sheep. In

order to survive you have to eat. If

you don't like meat, you shouldn't kill

animals. So killing has a strange kind

of double-complex nature: you have to

tear down in order to build. There is a

destructive nature about survival. It's

beyond good or bad, there's a whole

different kind of morality in killing

animals.

I saw this film about Ethiopian refugees

where a woman had twins but only

enough milk to feed one child. She

made a decision that one had to die so

that the other might live. People here

made statements about that being a

negative image. But the people who
said that had never experienced that

reality. The biggest decision they'd

made was which bill to pay. This

Ethiopian lady made the decision, and

the consequences are between herself

and her god: but she made a heroic

decision. A lot of people who never

come into a situation of this nature

have less courage and give up. Stan is

not coming from that point, but within

his own context is surviving, which is

a positive, though relative, image.

O.F.: Can you tell me about the Critics Prize

you won at the Berlin Film Festival?

C.B.: There was a five-column article on the

Berlin Film Festival in the L.A. Times.

They mentioned everybody's name

—

including Leo Hurwitz, who shared the

prize with me—but there was not one

word about me. The Critics Prize

should have gone to films in

competition; mine was in the Young
People's Forum, an adjunct to the

Berlin Film Festival. But the films in

competition were not satisfactory and

the judges started looking and chose

my film, KILLER OF SHEEP, and Leo

Hurwitz's film to share the first prize,

which was a surprise to me because I

wasn't expecting anything.

8

But I must admit, European film critics

go to all of the festivals and see a lot

of different films. One thing that

troubles me about American film

critics is their lack of real interest in

anything other than Hollywood-type

films. There needs to be a criticism on

the film critics here. I found that

European critics are also well read in

literature. All of the ones who talked

with me had read some Afro-

American fiction. I met a critic from

Italy who had read more Black writing

than I had. The interest in Black

American film is enormous in Europe.
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PROGRAM 4
Suggested Audience: Family

PASS/FAIL

1978, color/narrative, 36 minutes

Directed by Roy Campanella, Jr.

Produced by Roy Campanella, Jr. and

Doug Harris. Original screenplay by
Roy Campanella, Jr. Music by Roy

Haynes. With Ilunga Adell, Robbie

McCauley, Christine Campbell and

Monica Neal. Distributed by the Black

Filmmaker Distribution Service.

PASS/FAIL is a fictional drama about

the struggle of a Black filmmaker to raise

funds for a socially relevant

documentary. The film provides a

portrait of the artist by examining his

daily life and his dream world.

Roy Campanella, Jr. is an independent

filmmaker who developed two television

movies for CBS—THERE'S
SOMETHING OUT THERE and THE
CUTTING EDGE. He directed an

episode of the Emmy award-winning

series, "Lou Grant," during the

1981-1982 season. With the success of

PASS/FAIL— it won both Best Picture

and Best Drama awards at the Black

Filmmakers Hall of Fame in 1979—he
received a grant from the American

Film Institute with which he wrote,

produced and directed another short

dramatic film, THE THIEVES. During

the same year he was selected as an

artist-in-residence at WNET's TV Lab m
New York, where he created a half-hour

videotape drama, IMPRESSIONS OF
JOYCE. Campanella was an honors

graduate from Harvard where he

received a B.A. degree in Anthropology

in 1970, and he received a M.B.A.

degree from Columbia University in

1979. He also received the Louis G.

Cowan award for excellence m Media
Management. Campanella presently

lives in Los Angeles and is seeking

funding for both documentary and

narrative film projects.

Roy Campanella, Jr.
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Carlton Moss

CHARLES WHITE:
DRAWINGS FROM LIFE

1979, color documentary, 1 1 minutes

Produced and directed by Carlton

Moss. Cinematography by John W.
Simmons. Edited by Joy Rencher. Music

composed, arranged and performed by
Robert Holmes. Featuring Charles

White, Frances White, Jessica F. White

and Charles Ian White. Distributed by
the filmmaker.

CHARLES WHITE: DRAWINGS FROM
LIFE is the story of the life of the

influential Black American artist. The film

opens with scenes of him painting, but

before production could continue, Mr.

White died. The remainder of the film is

a record of his life and a statement of

his intentions assembled through

photographs taken during his life as well

as notable examples of his work. These

are accompanied by a narration by
Charles White himself drawn from tape

recordings he had made. The most

recent look at the work of Charles White

was shown as one of the inaugural

exhibitions of The Studio Museum in

Harlem in its new facilities in the summer
of 1982. The exhibition, Images of

Dignity: A Retrospective of the Works
of Charles White, was accompanied by
a catalog which is available from The
Studio Museum in Harlem.

Carlton Moss can rightly be called the

dean of Black independent filmmakers.

He has been in and around Hollywood

for many years and has served as

mentor and friend to many Black

filmmakers. Among his previous

documentary film credits are PAUL
LAWRENCE DUNBAR and

FREDERICK DOUGLASS: THE
HOUSE ON CEDAR HILL. He is also

responsible for an innovative

documentary on the accomplishments of

Denmark Vesey, Hamet Tubman and
Frederick Douglass, THE GIFT OF THE
BLACK FOLK, which grew out of class

projects organized while Moss was

teaching at Fisk University.

Oliver Franklin:

You have been working in film

production in California longer than

any other Black person. How did

it happen?

Carlton Moss:

After I left Morgan State College,

now Morgan University in Baltimore,

I went to New York to work with The

Federal Theatre. At that time, in the

1 930s, John Houseman was the head

man. When the war came he

recommended me for the Office of

Information. At that time President

Roosevelt had a group of prominent

people, called the Black Brain Trust,

who advised him on Negro affairs.

This group said they wanted a film

that would tell Black parents what

happened to their boys after they

were drafted. The army was

segregated then, and most people got

their visual news through newsreels

that were shown in movie theaters.

But looking at those newsreels you

would never know that there were

Black kids in the service. They were

not shown . . . absolutely nothing!

Truman Gibson, a Chicago lawyer,

had just taken the job as civilian

advisor to the Secretary of War and it

was through Gibson and Houseman
that I got a top flight job in the

Information and Education

Department of the Army. Now the

people in that department thought I

had to have some good contacts to

get that job so they left me alone and

let me do what I wanted.

When I came out here (Hollywood),

that mystique was multiplied five times

because I came from Washington,

D.C. Most of the people working in

the motion picture business for the

war effort generally came from the

theatre and did not have most of

those deep-seated racial prejudices—

they weren't going to do anything for

me, but they didn't prevent me from

working and learning. Then the Army
completely forgot 1 was here. So,

everybody out here thought 1 had the

backing of the higher-ups, which

I didn't!

We finished the film THE NEGRO
SOLDIER in 1943.
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O.F.: THE NEGRO SOLDIER certainly

drew a lot of attention. Thomas Cripps

in his book, Black Film As Genre

(Indiana University Press, 1978), stated

that this film is the best use of

documentary made to transform a

situation—in this case that of Negro

soldiers—into social advocacy.

C.M.: It's a very long story—the battle to

get that film done. Marc Connelly,

the author of Green Pastures, had

done a previous script which was not

accepted. Then they rejected my first

draft, called Men of Color to Arms,

as too militant. But Frank Capra, the

commanding officer for the Why We
Fight senes, assigned Stuart Heisler to

the production and he turned out to

be a very decent human being. We
really hit it off well . The thing that

made it work, which the people here

were never aware of, was that I did

everything with the support of the

Black Brain Trust back East. I took

the film to New York and had a

screening for all of the Black

opinionmakers. By the time the film

got its formal opening, the word was

out. It was all manipulated and

maneuvered, and I was coordinator

of it all. So by the end of the war I

knew a lot of people in the motion

picture business.

O.F.: What eventually made you forsake

the commercial film industry for the

educational film industry?

C.M.: After the war all of my colleagues

were moving to the major studios.

Remember, out here everybody is

cordial and highly personal. These

guys were really intent on trying to

get me into a studio producing and
directing. The closest I got was an
interview for the film PINKY—the

story of a woman who finds out she

has Black blood and breaks up with

her fiance who is white. The studio's

man asked me how I would handle it.

I told him there was nothing to do

—

that's no reason to split. The guy says,

"Yeah, I know, but we couldn't have
that." But any other reason would be
anti-natural. The only reason people

split is if someone has done
something. Now these people in the

industry are always projecting the

idea that love triumphs over all . . .

then they want to give me a job

saying that when something like race

comes up— it doesn't! I never heard

from them again.

You also have to understand the

social situation at the studios. When I

first walked into a studio an

electrician screamed, "Turn those

niggers on!" That's what they called

a certain set of studio lights. The
security guards were rough-necks

from Texas and they would always

rub the heads of bootblacks. I

couldn't tolerate this stuff. I could

explain it, but I couldn't tolerate it. If

I went into the studio every day

under those circumstances, you'd

have to wonder about me, even if I

were making a $1000 a day. Things

have changed, and people today

tolerate a lot because of the money.

But in those days you couldn't pay a

guy enough. So I decided to

produce non-commercial films.

O.F.: With all of the discussion about the

impact of Black movies in the 1970s,

and the potential of the Black film

market, what ought to be our major

concerns?

C.M.: rve heard the discussions about the

Black movies saving a bankrupt

industry, etc. That is wishful thinking.

The studios were m transition. The
basic part of the motion picture

industry is the eguipment

manufacturers, and they were shifting

to television. Many years before

SHAFT, Fox Studios leased all their

ground. They made more money off

of the real estate than they did in

pictures. MGM had already bought

those hotels in Las Vegas. Then we
had the rise of the independent

producers who came into the studios

with a package and leased the

facilities. All of these factors were
taking place during the 70s.

There is unguestionably a huge
Black film market out there. But we
must start thinking economically

about the industry—not the person

who gets a large salary, a fancy car

and his name in EbonyI Ask
yourself: how many new movie
theaters were built in the Black

communities during the so-called

Black movie boom in the 70s? We
also need to get involved with the

new technologies of cable, like

Home Box Office. Black folks will be
buying all these systems. If you go to

a studio and say your market is 25
million, they'll laugh at you. On
cable, 25 million is profitable. But

in order to be involved we must do
our homework.

O.F.: What advice would you give young
people coming out here to work in

the industry?

C.M.: You have to divorce yourself from

everything that's here in Hollywood

except the technigue. That's difficult

because this place is very seductive

and everybody is extremely friendly

and sociable. But young people must

be aware of these traps. Learn

everything about film technigue and
then build their own film production

companies and distribution systems.

This is not an easy thing to do.

THE NEGRO SOLDIER
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HOMECOMIN'
1980, color narrative, 28 minutes

Directed by Sati Jamal. Produced by

Reginald Brown and Sab Jamal. Original

screenplay by Reginald Brown and Sati

Jamal. Cinematography and editing by

Reginald Brown. With Dean Irby, Rod
Taylor Robyn TrusseU and Michael

King. Distributed by Phoenix/BFA Films

& Video, Inc.

HOMECOMIN' is based on a true story

of the coming together of a father and

his son after a year-long separation. The
strain caused by the separation is

indicated by the resentment of the

mother towards the father, and the son's

initial distrust of his father's surprise

return. This distrust, however, erodes as

father, son, and one of his father's

running buddies bicycle across the

Brooklyn Bridge to Coney Island.

HOMECOMIN' received First Place

honors for a Dramatic Production at the

1980 Black Filmmakers Hall of Fame. It

also placed first in the 1980 Palo Alto

Film Festival, and received the Paul

Robeson Award for Outstanding

Achievement in Filmmaking at the

International Film Festival sponsored by

Brockman Gallery Productions, Los

Angeles, 1980.

r

Sati Jamal began his film career as an

actor. He has appeared on Broadway in

the Melvin Van Peebles production of

Ain't Supposed to Die a Natural

Death and the Negro Ensemble

Company's The Great MacDaddy. He
has also directed theatre productions at

the New Federal Theatre, New York, the

D. C. Repertory Theatre, Washington,

D.C. and the Oakland (California)

Ensemble. Holding a B.F.A. degree

from Howard University and a M.F.A.

degree from New York University in

Theatre, Jamal was the founder and

artistic director of the WASTSA Theatre

Company in Washington, D.C. He
received a National Endowment for the

Arts Artist-in-Residence grant to develop

a comprehensive training and

production company in the San

Francisco-Oakland Bay Area. He
received an Independent Filmmaker

Award from the American Film Institute

for HOMECOMIN'.

Reginald Brown holds a M.A. degree

in Film from San Francisco State

University and a B.A. in Drama from the

University of California, Irvine. He
began his filmmaking career in 1 97

1

when he received the President's

Undergraduate fellowship award to

produce a documentary, EBONY
KALEIDOSCOPE. He also received an

Independent Filmmaker Award from the

American Film Institute for

HOMECOMIN'. Presently, Brown is

producing a documentary for

WNET/THIRTEEN in New York,

I REMEMBER BEALE STREET. It is

about a once thriving Black community

in Memphis, Tennessee, that was the

birthplace of the blues.

Sab Jamal Photo: Gil Hams
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SYVILLA:
THEY DANCE TO HER DRUM
1979, black and white/documentary,

25 minutes

Produced, directed and written by

Ayoka Chenzira. Edited by Joseph

Burton. Cinematography by Ayoka

Chenzira and Mitchell Heiklen. Sound

by Ayoka Chenzira and Abraham
Cherum. With Syvilla Fort, Dyane

Harvey, and dance students of the late

Syvilla Fort. Distributed by the Black

Filmmaker Distribution Service.

SYVILLA: THEY DANCE TO HER
DRUM is a film portrait which expresses

the life of a rare woman, Syvilla Fort, a

first generation Black concert dancer

who made an indelible mark on

successive generations of dancers. The

film reflects the beauty and poetry that

were Fort's as it explores the virtuosity

of her dancing, her choreography and

her gifts as a vital force in the history of

American dance. Syvilla Fort died six

months after the film was photographed.

Ayoka Chenzira, a native of

Philadelphia, received a B.A. in Film

from New York University and a M.Ed.

in Communications from Columbia

University/Teachers College. Her most

recent projects are the film, HAIR
PIECE: A FILM FOR NAPPY-HEADED
PEOPLE, which is an animated satire on

Black women and their preoccupation

with their hair, and a video

documentary entitled SECRET SOUNDS
SCREAMING: THE SEXUAL ABUSE
OF CHILDREN. Ayoka Chenzira is

Program Director for The Black

Filmmaker Foundation, New York.

Syvilla Fort and Ayoka Chenzira Photo: Mitchell Heiklen
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PROGRAM 5

Suggested Audience: Selected especially

for Teens and their Parents

RADIO
1980, color/ narrative, 60 minutes

Produced and directed by Carl Clay.

Associate producer, Damani Henderson.

Onginal screenplay by Carl Clay.

Cinematography by Gary Brewer.

Edited by Joseph Burton. Sound by
Ngaio Kellingsworth. With Paul

Underwood, Lisa Blackwell, Eugene

Jordan III, Lionel Roper, Fulton Hodges,

Edward E. Hams, Joseph Alpough,

Reginald E. Stallion, James Underwood
and Lee Giles. Distributed by the Black

Spectrum Theatre Company.

RADIO is a vibrant up-tempo look at

today's large radio fad. It is a story of

how the radio affects the lives of a

number of people, causing some to

make special sacrifices, others to commit

crimes inconsistent with their upbringing,

and an overall sense of "franticness"

which mimics the beat of the sound

heard on the radio.

Carl Clay began his artistic career in

the theatre, receiving a B.A. degree in

Theatre and Education from Pace

University. He went on to establish the

Black Spectrum Theatre Company, a

professional theatre company in St.

Albans, Queens, New York, which offers

a year-long cycle of productions

performed by the Black Spectrum

Theatre Company, the Youth Theatre

Company and the Children's Theatre

Company. Clay has worked as an actor,

having a role in the film GREASED
LIGHTNING. This followed a year of

intensive work with Melvin Van Peebles

during which he was admitted to the

LATSE Union in Los Angeles. He has

studied filmmaking at the Third World

Cinema Training Program and is

Production Still RADIO

completing projects for a M.F.A. degree

m Film from Brooklyn College Graduate

School. Filmmaking for Carl Clay is but

one aspect of the entire program and

purpose of the Black Spectrum Theatre

Company. Its goal is "to provide a

viable avenue of exposure for new and

onginal works of pertinent social

significance to the black experience." It

is a concept of total theatre in which

acting, music, dance, film and poetry

are all used as "vehicles of projecting

change." (Quotations from the Statement

of Purpose of the Black Spectrum

Theatre Company.)
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Oliver Franklin:

Why did a community-based theatre

company start producing films?

Carl Clay:

We got the idea of making a short

called RESPECT to include as a

dream sequence in one of our plays.

The piece is about a woman followed

by two youths, Shorty and
Rubberband, who want to steal her

welfare money. However, the lady

knows some Kung Fu, and puts

something on them. It's a spoof that

went within the context of the play.

But we discovered that the film stood

on its own. And Black Spectrum

Theatre's Film Division was launched.

O.F.: How did the Theatre Company
get started?

C.C.: As a reaction to the decline in this

community. It used to be a fairly

fashionable area—St. Albans in

Queens. A lot of very popular Blacks

—like Jackie Robinson and Count

Basie—used to live here. But things

got out of hand with urban decay and
street groups, etc. Something had to

be done. So the community came
together. One of the results was the

founding of Black Spectrum Theatre in

my parents' basement. I was 1 8 at that

time, and realized that we needed

something to do after school.

In 1979 we did BABIES MAKING
BABIES, a half-hour film that follows

Yonda, a 1 5-year-old who looks back

on how she got pregnant. We see her

meet this guy, and her ambivalence

about having sex with him, etc. The

film ends in a dialogue with the

audience. The question posed across

the screen is How could she have

avoided this predicament? It was used

in a lot of different situations. From
that film, I was appointed to the New
York City Task Force on Teen

Pregnancies, and got more involved.

O.F.: How did you approach the issues?

C.C.: We developed a whole performance

around the film. We start with a series

of poems, a skit, show the film and

have a discussion with the audience. I

remember the time when m answer to

the question about their knowledge of

birth control, this seven-year-old

jumped up and said "Yea, I'm hip to

rubbers. You slide that on your

Johnson and get down!" We realized

then that if everybody keeps only

talking about the mechanics of birth

control, we're ultimately saying:

“Whatever age you are, just do what

you're going to do and don't rap

about it or reflect on it in any way."

So we try to ask questions that will let

them see the situation from a value

perspective.

O.F.: That's a very efficient way to utilize all

of the people in the company, with an

impact on your audience.

C.C.: We performed in a lot of different

places with the film. Gil Noble used

the film on his TV show and soon the

film started earning income. The
expenence of BABIES MAKING
BABIES helped us move on to a

subject that was just as important—and

that's the radio fad or craze. You'd be
surprised how many teenagers are

dealing with that box. They're at a

state—and that's what it is—in their

development when they say "Hey!

check me out: Look at ME!" So the

radio and the rap music become a

very important symbol. On one level

you have to be able to defend it at all

times, which is difficult with the huge
size of some. Remember that these are

very expensive instruments and they

represent a lot of savings for the

average teenager.

O.F.: Most of the articles I read about them

talk about how the loud music scares

people.

C.C.: It's basically about attention. And,

unfortunately, the media writers really

make us more afraid. These kids

should be confronted about the

loudness of the radio; they could

use it.

O.F.: Maybe it's another world-wide

phenomenon among youths. How did

you become so aware of your

audience?

Carl Clay

C.C.: That was basically from having the

pleasure of sitting in on people who
were watching BABIES MAKING
BABIES. I think I'm more attuned to

the audience than I've ever been. The

idea of reading the youth is really

important. And you can't do it without

the music, or trying to understand the

dreams that they say they have—like

the sister in the film who wants to go
out with the older guy, or the brother

who wants to be a D.J. These are all

legitimate aspirations, but the youth

need to understand what it takes and
what happens if you don't have basic

understandings.

O.F.: I liked the idea of the radio itself being

a neutral thing. It depends on how
it's used.

C.C.: The teenagers do understand that

point; we also try to make them think

about the mesmerizing effects of the

music. But it's very real. A West

African Ambassador saw the film and

said the only difference in his country

is that the youth would not steal the

radio; but rather, would starve

themselves saving the money to

buy it.
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A DIFFERENT IMAGE
1982, color narrative, 51 minutes

Produced and directed by Alile Sharon

Larkin. Onginal screenplay by Alile

Sharon Larkin. Cinematography by
Charles Burnett. Edited by Alile Sharon

Larkin associate editor, Rex Stewart III.

Sound by Bernard Nicolas and Abdul

Hafiz. With Michael Adisa Anderson,

Margot Saxton-Federella, Michael Bruce

and Mandisa Oliver. Distributed by the

Black Filmmaker Distribution Service.

A DIFFERENT IMAGE is the story of a

friendship between a man and a woman
and the impact of sexism as a

destructive force in that fnendship.

Sexism like racism creates a kind of

blindness. The words of Ralph Ellison's

Invisible Man articulate this point: "I am
invisible . . . simply because people

refuse to see me . . . they see only my
surroundings, themselves or figments of

their imagination . . . everything and

anything except me." Alana, a young
Black woman who has redefined herself

in terms of her Afncan heritage, is the

universal woman who is disrespected

because she is never really seen.

Society's blindness is reinforced by the

fact that she is not the ideal sex object,

as defined by the society and

represented in the film through the use

of billboards, advertisements, etc. Yet

this image of womanhood seems to be

forced on her. Vincent, her friend,

represents the other side of the conflict.

He is a young man being pressured to

see women, specifically Alana, as sex

objects. Through the conflicts created by
the mass culture and especially by a

little boy, an old man, and Vincent,

Alana discovers it is not enough to

redefine herself on a personal level. If

society remains unchanged, then she

remains a victim. Alana confronts

Vincent on a personal level and their

ultimate struggle for mutual respect

represents change on a social level.

—Alile Sharon Larkin

A DIFFERENT IMAGE

Alile Sharon Larkin is a visual artist

whose interests in creative writing and

the visual arts led her to filmmaking. She

received a B.A. m Creative Wnting

/

English from USC and a M.F.A. in

Filmmaking from UCLA. She wrote,

produced, directed and edited YOUR
CHILDREN COME BACK TO YOU. A
DIFFERENT IMAGE is her second film.

Ms. Larkin is presently developing two

film projects. THE KITCH-EN is a

docudrama which explores

the issue of white beauty standards and

their effect on Black identity and self-

worth. ABENA'S WINDOW, a feature

project, explores the Black woman's role

in society historically and at the present.

PART I—GHANA TALE takes place in

a coastal fishing village in Ghana during

the slave trade. It deals with a young
Ashanti woman's infertility in a land

where children are wealth. PART II—

AMERICAN TALE is the story of her

descendent, Abena, who confronts a

similar crisis of infertility both biologically

and spiritually as a result of oppressive

conditions in the United States.
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Oliver Franklin:

In your film, YOUR CHILDREN
COME BACK TO YOU, you deal

with a lot of issues, among them the

stress of having a husband fighting

with the liberation forces in southern

Africa, the search for meaning

among women of different age

groups, the beginnings of an African

identity, etc. How is A DIFFERENT
IMAGE an outgrowth of

CHILDREN?

Alile Sharon Larkin:

Both of the films are natural

outgrowths of my own feelings and

beliefs. The characters are trying to

identify with their beginnings, their

roots, or, more appropnately, their

natural selves. If you do that, you

have to look at Africa. It's a

symbolic struggle of values—the

way we see the world. If you look at

this society, it's constantly going

back to ancient civilizations and

natural ways. I think it's unnatural

for Brothers and Sisters not to get

along, and get interrupted from

building together and doing the

things we should really be about.

O.F.: The issue of Black male/female

relationships is very sensitive. What
can we do to enhance these

relationships?

A.S.L.: All of us have to be educated and
aware of our attitudes and put them

in context. We need to know where

they came from. For instance, there

are a lot of Sisters who like the

Brothers to honk at them when they

walk down the street. I'm not saying

that it's negative, just a matter of

being within the present context. We
all like people to compliment us, but

there is a way for it to be done
where the essence or purity of it can

be preserved. I mean, they're not

honking at you because you're a

person, but because you're a

woman with a skirt on.

O F.: With A DIFFERENT IMAGE did

you encounter any difficulties in

making a film in which you intended

to include an attempted rape scene?

A.S.L.: I had a lot of problems getting the

ideas across to the faculty and

students here (UCLA). Their main

objection was over the definition of

rape. Most of them believed it wasn't

rape because Vincent, the male

character, didn't try to force himself

more violently or vigorously on the

woman. It created quite a stir. Even

women would say to me it wasn't

rape "if she didn't try to kill him."

Then, shortly after, the media

covered a group of women
supporting wives who were suing

their husbands tor rape. That helped

me get my point across. It's really

the idea that something is being

done against one's will. That's what

rape is all about. So it is possible for

a husband to rape his wife. And
since we, as women, are taught to

be passive, this kind of thing

happens all the time. We are

constantly in situations where we
say, "Oh well. . .

." Even now, some
Sisters will argue with me about the

film because Vincent and Alana

didn't actually have intercourse. On
one level, it's about the physical act

of rape, but the film is also about a

whole system of relating and

communicating. If you discuss the

issues, you'll find that a lot of women
have been in the same situation.

O.F.: The inscription in the beginning of

the film from Ralph Ellison's novel,

Invisible Man, was very instructive.

Vincent could understand

oppression within the racial group

context, but he did not understand it

within a personal one-to-one

situation. Are you saying that Alana

shouldn't have slept with Vincent

because she already had a

boyfriend?
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A.S.L.: No I'm not trying to say that there's

anything wrong with her sleeping

with Vincent. But I am saying that

every relationship between a man
and women doesn't have to be

sexual; she should have the option

of deciding for herself. She may be

madly in love with him as a person,

but not sexually attracted to him. In

that case, it shouldn’t come up if

that's what she wants . . . it's a

neutral thing. And of course,

growing up in Western culture,

there's the whole question of

intimacy and sexuality. One should

be able to be intimate without being

sexual. Brothers have to evolve to

the point where they respect

women, and if it's not happening on

the sexual level to also respect that.

And, most important, the Brothers

have to get out of their egotism and

realize the world's not going to

fall apart!

O.F.: How do you relate to the feminist

movement?

A.S.L.: I wouldn't call myself a feminist if

that means aligning myself with

middle-class white feminists. If

they're after the things they say,

why do they compartmentalize

themselves as feminists? The
problems go beyond sexism. As a

Black woman—that's one-third of my
problem— I can't separate Black

from Woman. You might as well run

the words together as Blackwoman.

Also, a lot of things the middle-class

feminists are about the Black woman
has already been forced to deal

with, like working and a career. Our
mothers taught us that we had better

learn to take care of ourselves. You
had to because the problems

between Black men and women are

senous. Take for example the

unhealthy ratios between women
and men. So many Brothers are in

jail, in the service, or simply away
from the community.

OF Did you consciously think of a

particular audience when you made
the film?

Alile Sharon Larkin, Charles Burnett, Margot Saxton-Federella

A.S.L.: I think constantly and consciously

about Black people, but my work is

universal. We always hear the notion

that only certain things are universal.

If you're talking about African values

—Third World values—you're

talking about most of the people on

this planet. So why is it often

thought and taught that only

subjects dealing with Europe and
European values are universal? A
film about Black people is definitely

universal. Everyone can learn

something from it. But it's definitely

important for women, and especially

Black and Third World women, to

get involved in this creative process.

It is hard, but it can be done. All

you have to do is try and, no matter

what, it won't be a failure.
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PROGRAM 6
Suggested Audience: Adult

The only reason anyone tries to become an

artist is because life is more important than

art. Therefore no general, no statesman, no

priest and no saint can bear witness to the

human condition as the artist must. And if

that is so, in order to love life, to act on it,

every baby born, every woman, every man,

all over the world, is sacred. And that

means, in order to deal with that, which

means yourself, one must be obscene—

a

strange word—and irreverent. One must be

aware of the possibilities of the human spirit

and, by watching, tell what we could—if only

we dared—become.
—James Baldwin*

All of the films in this program were

either completed in the 1980s, or, like

TRYPTICH, have only now received

due exposure. James Baldwin's

reflections were made in the heat of the

1 960s, but they ring just as true m the

1980s with the decade's uncertain

future. They seem especially appropnate

for this program as these films are all, in

some way, artistic experiments—novel

ways of reaching out through film. Can
Black filmmakers afford to be as esoteric

as William West, Jr. and Hugh
Thompson? Is it vital that they draw
from the roots of Black music and

literature as Floyd Webb and Bob Clark

have done? Is the future of the Black

filmmaker in spotlighting unique slices of

the Black experience as Charles Fox has

done? Or must the filmmaker seek

recognition like Ileen Sands by
mastering the techniques of Madison
Avenue? Will Black filmmakers ever be
allowed to direct whites like John Perry

on a scale larger than a short subject

heavy with irony? We are not prepared

nor is it our place to hazard a

suggestion on the direction Black

filmmakers should take. We only offer

the words of James Baldwin whose art

has sustained us in moments of crisis and
consolation, and whose concept of

himself as an artist might well serve as a

model for us all.

—Richard Gauged

’From The Furious Passage of James Baldwin by
Fern Marja Eckman. Copyright © 1966 by Fern

Marja Eckman. Reprinted by permission of the

publisher, M. Evans and Company, Inc.

TRYPTICH
1978, black and white/experimental,

14 minutes

Produced and directed by William C.

West, Jr. Original screenplay by William

C. West, Jr. Cinematography by

Edward Dyson and Roger Midgett.

Sound by J. T. Takagi. Edited by
William West. Script and continuity by
Randi Hoffman. With Charles Pegues,

CeOtis Robinson, Martin Rosenthal,

Robert Mclllwaine, Hank Smith, Enca
Smith and Kambone Obyani. Distributed

by the filmmaker.

TRYPTICH is set on the opening night

of a new play when actor Franklin

Samuels ponders his past and future

within the depths of his creative mind.

He conjures visions of an aspiring wnter

and a young film director, both of

whom encounter similar frustrations in

pursuit of their goals. As the stage

curtain opens and Samuels prepares to

speak, he hesitates. Is this Samuels'

story, or that of the wnter, or is it the

story of the film director? TRYPTICH is

a film that moves through reality and

fantasy, raising expectations, but offering

no resolutions.

William C. West, Jr. was bom and

raised in Baltimore, Maryland. After

graduating from Morgan State College

with a B.A. in Art, he went to Columbia

University (N.Y.) and received a M.F.A.

in Film. He has worked in a wide range

of film arts including roles of

cameraman, editor, designer of

animation effects and as a sound

technician. His most recent work was as

Director of Photography for a Stevie

Wonder video piece, Do I Do. He
teaches video at Compton Community
College, Los Angeles.
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William C. West, Jr.

Oliver Franklin: O.F.:

Why did you want to get an

advanced degree in filmmaking?

William West:

Actually, even though it's an W.W.

advanced degree, it really was my
first degree in the field. I have always

been interested in art, light and

movement. After college, I worked

for a year for the Baltimore Court

System. Eventually, an opportunity

came along to work for the local PBS
affiliate in Baltimore. I realized very

early that I would need more
experience, so I applied to Columbia

University. It was really funny,

because I didn't even know I'd been

accepted. I telephoned to inguire

about the status of my application,

and the secretary told me, but I had

never received any papers;

apparently there had been a mix-up.

This was in August. All of a sudden, I

had to leave my job and sell most of

my possessions in order to raise the

tuition. While at Columbia I worked

in various capacities at NBC's news

department. It took me three years to

complete the course because I

worked at NBC. I thought this could

give me more exposure in the

industry, but, after I received

the M.F.A. in filmmaking, I didn't get

a job. q p

O.F.: After a M.F.A. from an Ivy League

university like Columbia, you couldn't
^y ^y

get a job? How do you explain that?

W.W.: I kept applying for those jobs that

were mostly for production assistants

and associate directors. I never got

called for an interview, but I did get

back these slips of paper saying I

didn't have the proper gualifications.

So, after three years of trying in New
York and working in various free-

lance positions in the news

department at NBC, I moved out to

Los Angeles, thinking things would

be better.

Why did you decide to do a film

with the themes of TRYPTICH as

your first film?

: I was really documenting my own
frustrations with job hunting in the

film and T.V. industry on an aesthetic

level. I wanted to show that good art

films don't have to be raunchy to be
good. TRYPTICH starts at the point

where the central character, an

actor, is back on stage after a failing

struggle to create a screen career for

himself. He doesn't fail because he's

bad; on the contrary, he fails

because there's not a market for

Black films or Black actors. So here

he is, back on the stage—back where

he originally started. The notion of a

tryptich is taken from the three-

paneled paintings popular during the

Middle Ages in Europe. This is

alluded to in the beginning when we
see the actor looking at himself in the

three mirrors. The three stones are

about: 1) the actor who is trying to

make a comeback; 2) the writer who
can't get his superb material

produced because it's not what the

networks want; 3) the film director

who is trying to make a film without

the usual sex scenes that differs from

the producer's idea of a film.

There is very little cutting throughout

the work.

: That's true. At Columbia, I was

highly influenced by a lot of

European directors. At least film

school gave me an opportunity to

screen a lot of films, not just

American films. But I got exposed to

directors like lean-Luc Goddard,

Truffaut, Fellini, and I found the long

takes effective when you're trying to

build something with an actor. Why
cut the scene and destroy the

momentum?
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O.F.: Do you think the premise of the film

is still operative today?

W.W.: Definitely! There are a lot of talented

folks out here. A perfect example is

ROOTS—the most watched motion

picture on T.V. in history; a show

that started the concept of the mini-

series. You have to wonder how a

successful show like that didn't have

a follow-up. STAR WARS had a

whole host of follow-ups, even a

radio show; but with ROOTS there

was really no follow-up.

O.F.: Well, we thought that

SWEETBACK . . . was the big break,

and before that the film, NOTHING
BUT A MAN, and before that BIRTH
OF A RACE, made in 1919. I think

the white producers of ROOTS
consciously ignored the racial aspect.

They view THE THORNBIRDS, a

mim-senes about an American family,

as the follow-up to ROOTS.

W.W.: We can speculate about the reasons,

but in talking with my peers out here,

I think there is a genuine fear of what

we can accomplish if the opportunity

is presented. And a good example is

Motown Record Company. When we
were kids, there were all of those

record labels. Then Motown came
with those dynamite Black

personalities. All of a sudden, they

were getting air time on white-

oriented radio stations. Then white

producers started buying up Black

artists before they could get to

Motown. Now reverse that situation

to film where we start producing

films that reach a strong national

audience.

O.F.: Would you like to work in the

established commercial industry?

W.W.: Yes. I don't expect someone to walk

up and say, "Hey, here's a script. I

want you to direct this film." There

are still a lot of things I must learn

and I'm prepared to go through

those procedures to work my way up
the scale to larger films. The first

thing I'd like to do is cinematography

and work myself up to director of

photography with my fine arts

background. I like to work with

lights, creating and molding images.

Of course, we have the great

difficulty with the crafts unions; it's

the classic catch-22: you can't join

the unions unless you have a job,

and you can't get a job until you join

the union.

OF.: Do you consider yourself a Black

filmmaker or a filmmaker who
is Black?

W.W.: A Black filmmaker because I'm

primarily interested in doing Black

topics. There is a need to do Black

topics in order to diversify our

image; so that our children can get

role models other than athletes. Our
children also need to see us

—

filmmakers—as role models, too, so

they can think of becoming camera

people, and sound people, etc. I'm

very interested in social aspects, so I

guess that also makes me a Black

filmmaker, rather than a filmmaker

who is Black. I also try to stay active

politically with the concerned Black

Artists for Action. We're trying to

educate our community in ways of

pressuring T.V. stations into hiring

more actors and technicians. People

in this industry had better wake up.

There's a world market out there,

populated by a lot of folks who aren't

white. And these executives will have

a lot of explaining to do to justify the

lack of Black characters on the

screen and in the crews.



Hugh Thompson Photo: Martin Bough

THE CEREMONY
1980, color/narrative, 15 minutes

Produced and directed by Hugh
Thompson. Original screenplay by

Hugh Thompson. Cinematography by
Hugh Thompson with special

photography by Martin Bough. Edited

by Roslyn Davis. Sound by Joseph

Griffith. With Carmen Velasguez,

Charles Thompson, Robert Gray, Hiram

Rosado, Nereida Perez, Bngido Cofresi

and Yvonne Clayton. Distributed by the

filmmaker.

THE CEREMONY is a fantasy with all its

attending elements of two-dimensional

characters moving in pre-ordained

patterns: a pretty bride venturing past

her insecunties in order to engage

herself in human communication; a

detached groom who has lost touch with

the origin of his need to ceremonially

"play it cool," an obese priest whose

gluttony and vomiting mirror his

impotence both to give or receive; and

an assortment of sometimes bizarre

guests who, out of their needs and

insecurities, carry out a ceremony all

their own, touching here and there on

the private ceremonies of the Bride, the

Groom and the Prelate. Ceremonies are

a way, sometimes agreed upon and

sometimes not, of dealing with life

situations. They seldom are a way of

resolving those situations. Fantasies are

our fears and wishes arguing with and

sometimes defeating aspects of reality;

they may afford insights but never a

reality-based solution.

—Hugh Thompson
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Hugh Thompson came to the United

States from his native Trinidad to study

at New York University where he

received both B.S. and M.A. degrees in

Art. A painter and a graphic designer,

his work as director of a job counseling

and placement project m New York City

led him to write, produce and direct

GET A JOB (1978), a film designed to

reinforce positive job interviewing

technigues. Throughout his studies at

New York University and his work in

employment counseling, Thompson has

been experimenting with filmmaking.

This self-taught filmmaker was captivated

by the films of Bunuel and Fellini,

among others, which influenced him to

make KATHY'S FANTASY in 1976 and

complete THE CEREMONY in 1980.

He has since written, produced and
directed a film set m a North Brooklyn

neighborhood, PAPO, in which the

residents of the neighborhood are

featured in most of the roles. He is now
working on a sequel to GET A JOB,

called ON THE JOB, and will be doing

a feature film about Carnival in Trinidad.

THE CEREMONY



Floyd Webb

FLESH, METAL, WOOD
1981, black and white/experimental,

10 minutes

Produced and directed by Floyd Webb.
Cinematography and editing by Floyd

Webb. Original soundtrack composed

by Edward Wilkerson, Jr. and Floyd

Webb. Musicians include Edward
Wilkerson on saxophone, percussion

and ocarina with Floyd Webb on glass

bowls, bamboo flute, shakuhachi and

benmbau. Distributed by the Black

Filmmaker Distribution Service.

FLESH, METAL, WOOD is an

experimental film combining visual and
musical elements to create a unique

exploration into the spiritual nature of

creative music. It examines the

foundations of the musical form referred

to as avant-garde jazz through the

mental experiences, dreams, and visions

of a young musician.

FLESH, METAL, WOOD is a personal

tribute to the force of great Black music.

It represents the reunification of the

spiritual being. I wanted to present the

ritual and discipline resulting in the

development of the musician as a

vehicle, an instrument possessed through

his music, the music as a mode of

expression encompassing the socio-

political-spiritual expenence of a people.

Great Black music is this composite

memory, this composite knowledge.

Through development of technical skill,

punty of mind and body, conscious

unity with nature, the musician becomes
a horse ridden by the gods, the mouth
through which the ancesters speak.

—Floyd Webb

Floyd Webb is a photographer who
began his career as an apprentice to

commercial advertising and fashion

photographers. He has since established

himself as a professional in his own nght

with photographs published in

periodicals, newspapers and with his

work appearing in seven photography

exhibitions from 1974 to 1981 as well

as production stills and record album

covers. A number of his photographs

have appeared in European and African

publications. Floyd Webb is also on the

Advisory Board of the Association for

the Advancement of Creative Musicians

(AACM). His first film, FLESH, METAL,
WOOD, pulls together the wide range

of interests and skills Floyd Webb has

demonstrated in a busy decade of

creative work.
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FOR COLORED MEN
WHO'VE HAD ENUF!
1981, black and white/expenmental,

5 minutes

Produced and directed by Ileen Sands.

Onginal screenplay by Ileen Sands.

Cinematography by Kirk Schroeder.

Sound by Manan Wallace. Actor/

narrator is Joel Babie. Distributed by the

filmmaker.

FOR COLORED MEN WHO'VE HAD
ENUF! is a rebuttal to the Ntozake

Shange play For Colored Girls Who
Have Considered Suicide When the

Rainbow is Enuf, which inferred that

Black men were the cause of their

women considering suicide. My film

takes the position that everyone is

ultimately responsible for him or herself,

and women, just as men, can be the

cause of a relationship's breakup.

Because Black men have been depicted

in the media as abusive, immoral, and

insensitive, I felt it necessary to allow

another view to be seen. FOR
COLORED MEN . . . focuses on a man
who has been rejected in a relationship,

and how this rejection momentarily

affects his life. When moments as this

occur, a body wants to scream, shout,

or speak out angrily. Rationality

becomes irrationality, and the irrational,

rational. Nonetheless, it all boils down to

the moment in time, when one can

express himself or herself. The main

character expresses his disenchantment

with the breakup of his relationship and

rejects the extremes of the city that

parallel his unhappiness.

The film's structure is similar to a

television commercial, but unlike a

commercial, the actor sells a point of

view rather than a product.

—Ileen Sands

Ileen Sands

Ileen Sands has been accepted into the

Director's Program of the American Film

Institute for 1982-1983 for which she

will produce three film projects. This

opportunity came as a result of her

successful experiment with FOR
COLORED MEN . . . which was filmed

on location in San Francisco.
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Charles Fox III

THE CALLING
1981, color/documentary, 27 minutes

Produced and directed by Charles Fox

III. Associate producer, Babette T.

Gorman. Written by Charles Fox III and

Anne Fischel. Cinematography by Herb
Fuller. Edited by Anne Fischel.

Distributed by the filmmaker.

THE CALLING is a documentary

relating the earliest Christian ascetics of

African origin, the Desert Fathers, with a

contemporary Black Benedictine order,

the Benedictine Monks of Houston.

THE CALLING was produced for two

reasons: first, to show a positive aspect

of Afro-Amencan culture, especially

from the perspective of Black Amencan
males. Second, while Black people have

long been referred to as "soul folk," I

wanted to show that it takes more than

rhetoric when it comes to the work of

spiritual development. We talk about

love for our Brothers and Sisters, yet

Black communities suffer the most m
terms of crime and violence, much of it

Black against Black. The print and
electronic media have amply shown this

misfortune in our lives, so, for once,

I saw the opportunity to promote

something positive.

—Charles Fox III

Charles Fox III has a B.A. degree in

Photography and Scnptwntmg from

Maryland Institute, College of Art, and a

M.F.A. in Creative Wntmg from Johns

Hopkins University. He set up his own
firm, OB Fox Productions, which has

been contracted to develop and

produce programming through the

Corporation for Public Broadcasting. He
was producer and writer for the Emmy
Award-winning Third World series on

WCVB TV, Boston. He has done

freelance scriptwntmg for public

television, private producers, and the

International Communications Agency.

THE CALLING is an independent film

project which so captivated Charles Fox

that he has accepted an invitation to

document the establishment of a branch

of the same monastic order in Jamaica.
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GEORGE'S DEBUT
1980, black and white/experimental,

15 minutes

Produced and directed by John Perry

III. Assistant director, James Harding.

Screenplay by John Perry III and Patrick

Dillon. Cinematography by Jon Cal

Balhauser. Sound by John Harding and
John Perry III. Edited by Chris Barer

and Jon Cal Balhauser. With Chris

Baier, John Benedict, John Mitchell,

Patrick Dillon, Sir Lewis Jones, Maura
O'Malley, Janice Warmagh, Roger
Philips, Jaime Perry and Russell Halfride.

Violin solo played by Victor Lubotsky.

Distributed by the filmmaker.

GEORGE'S DEBUT is the story of a

man who idolizes Mozart, and eventually

believes he is a reincarnation of him.

The film centers around his intention to

perform a concert of Mozart's music.

John Perry III is a fine art photographer

and independent filmmaker. He
graduated from Pratt Institute m 1979.

His first film was THE NIGHTMARE, a

five-minute black-and-white and color

collage film which represents the

genocide in America from the American

Indians to the present nuclear age.

GEORGE'S DEBUT is his second film.

His films have been exhibited at The

Kitchen, Joseph Papp's Public Theatre,

The Studio Museum in Harlem, British

Film Institute, WNYC-TV and WNET/
THIRTEEN "Independent Focus." He
has worked in production on Warner

Brothers' SO FINE, MGM Studios'

FAME, Paramount's WARRIORS and

WNET's "Vegetable Soup." His current

work-in-progress is a 30-minute color

documentary, KITTY AND MARK,
about two professional wrestlers who
lead a guiet domestic life with their

child, Ivy, yet glory in their savage

profession.
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INVISIBLE

1982, black and white/experimental,

12 minutes

Produced and directed by Bob Clark.

Production assistance by Wayne Jones.

Original screenplay by Bob Clark.

Sound by Bob Dunphy. With Reggie

Metcalf, Tacoma McKnight, Sabnna

Martin, Leo Finme III, Clarence Brown,

Tim Hill and Bob Clark. Distributed by

the filmmaker.

INVISIBLE is based on the prologue of

the classic novel, Invisible Man, (guoted

earlier in this catalog in connection with

A DIFFERENT IMAGE) by Ralph Ellison.

In adapting this portion of the novel, the

film spotlights the nch variety of Black

culture upon which it draws,

simultaneously transmitting the underlying

rhythms of the prose. The film deals

experimentally with internal and external;

that is, what the narrator sees as reality

on the outside is at the same time being

felt (and shown) from the inside of his

being. This is also a techmgue

characteristic of Ellison's novel.

Bob Clark received a B.S. degree in

Radio/TV/Film from Northwestern

University. Although he has worked in

various capacities on a number of Super

8 films and multi-media presentations,

INVISIBLE is his first completed

independent film project. Not surprising,

considering the literary genesis of his

film, the filmmaker is working on scripts

for radio drama on Black historical

features for The Jordan Group, a

Chicago-based production company.
His first play, Clippings, written under

his full name William Robert Clark, has

just been completed. The setting is a

Detroit barbershop just prior to the 1 967
riots in that city. Besides working as a

producer of filmstrips for Encyclopaedia

Britannica Education Corporation, Bob
Clark is working on a number of

independent film projects.

Bob Clark
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DISTRIBUTORS

Beacon Films

1250 Washington St.

P.O. Box 575
Norwood, MA 02062

Black Filmmaker Distribution Service

P.O. Box 315
Franklin Lakes, NJ 07417

Black Spectrum Theater Company
205-21 Linden Blvd.

St. Albans, Queens, NY 11412

Phoenix/BFA Films & Video, Inc.

468 Park Avenue South

New York, NY 10016

Texture Films, Inc.

1600 Broadway
New York, NY 10019

Inquiries for films listed as "Distributed by

the Filmmaker" should be addressed to:

Black on Black

The Saint Louis Art Museum
Forest Park

Saint Louis, MO 63110



RICHARD GAUGERT, CURATOR
As Program Coordinator for The Saint

Louis Art Museum, Richard Gauged
traveled extensively and screened

over 200 films for both the exhibition

of Black independent film at the

Museum in 1980 and for this touring

exhibition. He joined the Museum's
Development Division in 1981.

CLYDE TAYLOR, ESSAYIST

Founder of the African Film Society in

San Francisco, Clyde Taylor teaches

literature and film at Tufts University,

Boston. He reviews Black film for The

Black Collegian and is researching a full-

length study of Black independent film

from the 1960s to the present.

OLIVER FRANKLIN, INTERVIEWER
Oliver Franklin is an independent

producer who founded the Black

American Film Festivals in Philadelphia

in 1972. By 1980 the festivals had

toured several states and some member
colleges of the United Negro College

Fund. He is now developing a package

of Black independent film for tour in the

Peoples Republic of China.
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